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Both the variable word-line voltage programming (VVP) method and the VVP method with variable pulse

width (vvwP) make it possible to achieve high reliability with a sufficient disturb margin while
maintaining high-speed programming. A simulation shows that both methods reduce the maximum
Fowler-Nordheim tunnel current density by 1.4 orders of magnitude compared to the conventional method
with a programming time of about I ms. This is expected to triple the charge-to-breakdown.

1. fntroduction

For a single low-voltage flash memory, incremental
step pulse programming method has been proposed that
use Fowler-Nordheim (F-I.D tunneling and a variable word-
line voltage []. Although this mettrod enables to achieve
high-speed prognmming and decrease the threshold voltage
distribution, reliability performance is not discussed. As
the program/erase endurance increases, the thin tunnel
oxide is expected to degrade. Recently, it has been shown
ttrat the charge-to-breakdown (Qbd) in the intrinsic
breakdown region decreases as the tunnel area increase.s [2].
Therefore, as the density increases, it is possible that Qbd
xa99.99Vo yield falls below the injection charge (Qinj) of
the tunnel oxide after ld cycles of endurance as shown in
Fig. l.

This paper, therefore, discusses reliability performance
(increased Qbd by reducing the F-N tunnel current density)
and programming characteristics by using a variable word-
line voltage programming method.

2. Concept of variable word-line voltage
for programming

Figure 2 shows the concept of variable word-line
voltage for programming. To increase Qbd, F-N tunnel
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current density is reducedt3l by decreasing word-line
voltage. However, this increases the constant word-line
voltage programming time in the conventional method t4].
In the method 1, the first program word-line voltage
(lVcgll) is set lower than the last (lVcgl-l) wittt a constant
programming pulse width of Atpw. Here, lVcgll is
determined by the disturb margin. The program/verify-read
sequence is repeated N times. Then lVcgll increases to
lVcg2l ( < lVcgll) and ttre program/verify-read sequence is
again repeated N times. When the wordJine volage reaches

lVcgll, the program/verify-read sequence is repeated under
constant voltage. The mettrod I reduces the maximum F-N
tunnel current density by about one or two orders of
magnitude by reducing the electric-field (Eox) of the tunnel
oxide. However the constant pulse width method leads to a
larger number of programming verifications. The method
2 introduces the variable pulse width method in lVcgll o
reduce the number of verifications.

3. Simulated programming method

The effect of ttrese methods are studied by simulating
the programming characteristics. A simplified equivalent
circuit, as shown in Fig. 3, is used for the simulation. The
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Fig.2 Concept of variable word-line voltage method for programming
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tunnel curent density is approximated by the F-N equation

JFN=A'Eox2'(exp( - B/Eox)) (1)

where Eox is the electric field in the oxide, and A and B are
constants. The tunnel oxide field Eox is given by

gsx=(Vedge - Vfg)/tox (2)
where Vfg is the floating gate voltage during the
programming operation, and is given by

Vfg=(Ci/Ct).(Vcg - (Vth - AVth - Vthi)
+ (Cedge/C0.Vedge

where Ci is the inter poly capacitance, Ct is the total
capacitance of the inter poly and tunnel oxide, Cedge is the
capacitance of the edge tunnel oxide, and the threshold
voltiage shift AVth according to the program is given by

AVth=(1/Ci).Jp1g.App.Atpw (4)
where Atpw is the programming time, Ap1q is the F-N
tunnel area. The simulated prcgramming characteristics can
be obtained by using the expressions in (1), (2), (3), and
(4) as well as the memory cell parumeters shown in Fig. 3.

degradation in the slowest bit becomes five times the

initial value after 106 cycles of endurance. This lVcgl is
chosen as lVcgl-l.

5. Performance Comparison

Figure 5 shows the simulated programming
characteristics. Here, lVcgl-Vesl is set to 13.7 V,
AVcg=fysgl-Ycg2l is 0.5 V, Atpw is l0 ps, Nl is 8, N2
is 4. These values were selected to control the threshold
voltage of fte fastest bit within an accuracy (Avttrf) of 0.2
V and suppress the number of verifications to about 100 in
both methods. High-speed programming of about I ms can
be obtained by using an operating voltage of 16.7 V witlr
both methods. Figure 6 shows the simulated F-N tunnel
current density during programming. Table I compares the
performance. Bottr methods can reduce the maximum F-N
tunnel current density by about 1.4 orders of magnitude
compared to that of the conventional method, and the
method 2 increases ttre number of verifications by less than
the mettrod 1. The reduced F-N tunnel current density will
approximately triple Qbd compared to that of the
conventional method t3l making Qbd higher than Qinj.
Decreasing lVfg-Vsubl also improves the reliability of the
tunnel oxide by reducing band to band tunneling.

Figure 7 shows Jplg versus the total programming
time (tpw). Using either proposed method allows us to
decrease Jp1r1 while suppressing the increase in the total
programming time.

6. Conclusions

Both the variable word-line voltage programming
(VVP) method and the VVP method with variable pulse
width (VVWP) make it possible to achieve high reliability
while maintaining the total programming time of the
conventional method, and both provide a sufficient disturb
margin. Simulation results show ttrat both methods reduce
the maximum F-N tunnel current density (JfU) by 1.4

orders of magnitude compared to that of the conventional
method and the VWVP method increases the number of
verifications by less than the VVP method. This is
expected to triple the Qbd. A Qbd higher than the Qtnj is
obtained for flash memories of more ttran 256 Mb.
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Fig.3 A simplified capacitive equivalent circuit of
the flash memories and memory cell parameters

for simulated programm ing
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Fig. 4 Electrron ejection characteristics

4. Method of setting the operating voltage

The programming voltage (lVcg-Vesl) is determined by
the disturb margin. Figure 4 shows the electron ejection
characteristics. The disturb margin is the time between the
slowest bit programming time and the fastest bit
disturbance time. Here, lVcg-Vesl=L6.7 V and
lVcg-Vel= l2.l V are the values needed to maintain the
disturb margin, even though the programming time
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Fig.5 Simulated program characteristics
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Fig.6 Simulated F-N tunnel current density

Fig.7 Jpy max versus total programming time
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Table 1 Performance comparison

l-nnrrpntinnql Me.thodl Method 2
Number of verifications (slowest bit) 43 r05 &
Maximum F-N tunnel density JtrN max (fastest biO L.78 Ncmz 0.07 Ncnl 0.07 Ncmz
Maximum electric field Eox max (fastest bit) 13-43 MV/cm 11.48 MV/cm 11.48 MV/cm
Maximum voltage between floating gate

and snhsffate lVfs - Vsubl max (fastest bit)
6.08 V 4.6r V 4.61 V

AVthf (tastest bit) 0.19 v U.II V 0.11 V
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